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The three-day weekend certainly energised our athletes from FS to Y6 ready for what turned out to be two
tremendous sessions of sports across Tuesday and Wednesday this week. Huge thanks to Mr Robinson and Mr
Bennington for organising and running the competition – maintaining enthusiasm and commitment from start
to finish. Thank you too to all staff who brilliantly supported the events, particularly the field events which
ensured complete participation and maximum effort. Finally, this wouldn’t have been the success it was
without the incredible sportsmanship, integrity and brilliant attitudes of every single child who competed. I
couldn’t have been more proud. Congratulations Hercules House, the overall winner.
Mr McKenna displayed similar pride when Fiji Class enjoyed a very special breakfast in the library as a result of
their accelerated reader quiz points. Congratulations on your score and removing the title from Madagascar
Class. Mrs Vincent put together a sumptuous spread which wouldn’t have been out of place in the Ritz. Thank
you for the ‘few’ leftovers Fiji Class!
Today we saw Mrs Ashford’s Number Day masterpiece come together. Children and staff came in very clever
number outfits, including a knight named Sir Cumferance! Mrs Goddard organised a tremendous TT Rockstars
times table battle – we look forward to seeing the results of this next week. The buzz of number and maths
around the school was super and I am delighted that we have been able to raise funds for the NSPCC too.
With summer now with us, please remember to ensure that children are prepared for the intense weather –
hat with a peak, sun lotion and a water bottle. Please also ensure that children have a healthy snack for break
time (nut-free); a piece of fruit or a biscuit rather than a bar of chocolate is perfect.
Finally, we are very excited about the reducing restrictions from next week. This means that our after-school
clubs can re-start, albeit in class bubbles, so standby for further information.

Have a wonderful weekend,
Ben Turner
Headmaster
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